
Oolong Basics 
Oolong Processing  

- Picked + Withered  

o Withering reduces excess water  

 Sun Withering  

 Shade Withering (Usually Taiwan)  

 Can be basket withered  

 Cannot be withered on Rainy Days (Tasting Note) 

 The Workers may pic the leaves on a rainy day and try to wither it inside 

by starting a fire and trying to dry it 

***Tasting note -  if the tea has been picked on the rainy day it will taste somewhat smoky and 

sometimes give you that damp feeling.*** 

Sha Qing 

- Stops fermentation/ oxidation from the tea leaves.  

o Killing or steaming  

- Eliminates the grassy odor  from forming 

Rolling  

- Also known as Kneading, basically curled into little tiny balls 

- Done with the feet, knees or hand  

- Varies  

- Not so many buds in Oolong  

- It is usually the 2nd and 3rd leaves and a stem.  

- 3 days older than Green Tea 

Oolong goes through 3 rolling’s  

- A lot harder than green tea. 

- Helps to achieve the right level of rolling + oxidation is complicated  

o Becomes an Art Form  in the earlier days, not so much now  

- Bruises the tea leaves to help release a few chemical compounds  

In China it is usually separated by mountain or family  

- More than one family of farmers  

- In Taiwan there are more single family farming  

There is a steam phase – gives of bitter + Sugar + Wood tastes  

 



Mainland oolong – Fujian and Yunnan  

Processing Technique  

- Picked, Withered, Rolled, Toasting 

- Location produced styles  

Oxidation 10-90%  

Oolong can come in a few shapes. The two most common are balled and strand oolong.  

- Balled style in the south and strand in the north. “Your balls are below the hair” 

- Strand Style  

o Bowjung – Very light roasting.  

Costal production in Fujian (Mainland)  

“Mainland does a lot of electric Roasting” 

- Makes the tea condense – Roasted Fuchell  

- There is almost never and charcoal roasting in Mainland oolong 

Charcoal VS Toasted 

- Oolong does not nessessicarly go through a sha qing  

Roasting VS Drying  

Roasting 

- Roasting is hand and traditional  

- Fruit wood (Hardwood ) Charcoal gives off a better roasting  

o Hardwood Charcoal  

- “Few different levels Raw, raw-Ripe, Ripe” 

o Green  

o Oriental Beauty (30-50% Oxidation) 

 A lot of Strand Styles 

o Concubine ( 60-70) 

o Red ( Recently found in Taiwan)  

o Gui fei  

o Luanze 

- Usually done in 3 stages  

o Toasting – to stop oxidation  

o Body roast- for body and flavor 

o Finishing roast  

-  Can range but beware high roast because it could be hiding   



Drying 

- Comes before Roasting 

- Helps completely stop fermentation and reduce volume of the tea.  

- Destroys remaining enzymes and decreasing the moisture content to less than 5% 

- Usually dried twice.  

- This produces the “Base Tea”  

- Oven Roasting – Newer technology in factories,  

o Mostly done in India  

- Barrel Rolling 

http://www.taiwan.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=23913&CtNode=1707&mp=12  

 

“Does Charcoal but at a large premium”  

- This idea is usually done with tea that “does not pass” 

- A lot of farmers do not do this because if done too much it will destroy the tea and that years 

sales.  

- If done too much then it is usually aged or forgot about. 

The 4 Original Trees Story 

- 4 protected trees. Phoenix, Dragon, Serpent, *** 

o Mostly Dan cong 

o Wu Yi cliff tea is expensive.  

Wu Yi Yan Cha  

- Cliff Tea 

- Dates to end of Ming Dynasty  

o 400 years  

o Samples of tree were taken in 1960 

- Modern Cliff tea style  

o Has been standardized  

o Comes with a light roast  

Taiwan    
- Uses a Cultivar System which includes a bunch of Sub Systems.   

History 

- Under Japanese Control for a while. (Japanese took over) 

o Before this Taiwan only grew tea since the Ching dynasty 

- Then the Chinese took it back  

http://www.taiwan.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=23913&CtNode=1707&mp=12


o Somebody stopped Imperial Rule  

o US soldier with them   

- WWII disputed tea in Mainland + Taiwan  

- In Relation to Tea 

o Japanese take over + Built Taiwan From + Tea  

o China mixed with Taiwanese  

o China tea distributer by cultural revolution  

o Then tea thrives in Taiwan 

Altitude in Taiwan is very important  

- Mountains can range from 3000 meters to 10000 meters 

o The higher the better in most cases  

- High mountain tea is 10000 meters and up  

- Tea in Taiwan go by mountain + Location  

o Different mountain have different productions methods 

o Levels of roast  

 Very hard skill to learn  

In general the harder it is to grow tea the better the tea will be.  

- Quality of tea increase when Flavor compounds increase.  

Types of Oolong Tea 

- Tieguanyin 

o Can comes in super green forms….you have been ripped off.  

- Anxi  

o Has been destroyed  

- Dongfirm 

o  Bitten by tea bugs (Increases with oxidation ) 

 

- Chin Chaun  

o Soft stem 

o No woody bark 

- Jinxuan  

o Milk Oolong 

- Sigi  

o Available all 4 seasons  

 

 



Signs of Organic Compounds  

- Tea has been bitten by tea bug  

- No crazy flavors coming out  

- Nothing is hiding the fresh flavors  

- Look at the Leaves! 

Seasons  

- Winter 

o More Robust, More sugar, More Flavor 

 The tea leaves have been sitting on the tree for the entire year  

- Spring  

o More airy, More Floral, More green tastes  

- Summer  

o So-So, not too much picked. Mainly Sigi 

- Fall  

o So-So 

Most Common oolongs are from Taiwan  

- Very well made 

- A lot of organic tea from this location  

- Stephane sources a lot of his teas from Taiwan.  

- Pretty much the home Oolong right now.  

Most of Taiwan’s Oolongs are rolled are balled.   

Taiwanese Traditions  

- Overall seem very relaxed and welcoming  

- Grandpa Huang Style  

o Brew a lot of tea and brew it strong 

o Relaxed and conversational  

o Served with peanuts or wedding gifts.  

o Usually in a teapot 

o Every day and with guests.  

o Tea tables  

o Cool Japanese style table that lifted from the ground and became a table. 

- Mr. Tsay  

o Also not super formal but still a ceremony 

o Used chaxi and other tools in tea ceremony 

o The tea was about standard for us 

o Utilized the whole flow of water and balance system 

o Pointed out that our bodies are not balanced and we were leaning too much to the left.  



- Tea Parker 

o Our tea master and clearly the most academic.  

o Focused more on why things happen and what is considered great quality and how to 

improve.  

o Taiwan’s tea master. Featured on a few TV shows at night  

o Well he’s Tea Parker 

- Wu De (Arron Fisher) 

o Home of Global Tea Hut 

o He is a Zen Monk so a lot focuses on Zen styles of teaching and learning  

o More focus on the social aspect and relating to people  

o But also can be very academic.  

o Did bowl tea with us and also whisked it.  

- Bupei Tradition of Lei Cha 

o Made with green tea, Nuts, and sesame seeds.  

o Eaten with rice crackers and other fun things.  

o Grind the ingredients together in a bowl and boil it with water.  

o Most of it dissolves  or gets mixed in with the other things  

o Can also eat mochi with it.  

- Wisteria.  

o Famous tea house in Taipei  

o Seat groups of people at table or tatami mats.  

o Brew for the people or let the people brew for them.  

o Forces people to buy two teas and drink them both in the same night  

o Also offers food and stuff  

 


